OSOPLUS EXTREME PRO IV
FULLY SYNTHETIC
5W40 API SN/CF, ILSAC GF4

OSOPLUS EXTREME PRO IV is our top range Synthetic Engine Oil specially formulated with very high viscosity Synthetic Base Oil
with latest advance additive chemistry delivery superior all round performance. Wear protection and cleaning power in even
the most severe driving conditions.
With extensive field, racetrack and testing experiences over many years, OSOPLUS EXTREME PRO IV has been developed with
the OSOPLUS Racing team in mind, to deliver the ultimate performance lubricant that provide complete engine protection.
Especially for engines operating under the most demanding operating conditions through today's long drain interval.
APPLICATIONS
OSOPLUS EXTREME PRO IV are design to provide superior overall performance for latest engine technologies of high
performance engines.
SPECIFICATIONS
API
ACEA
VW
MB

SN/CF
A3/B3, A3/B4
505.00 / 501.01
229.1

PRODUCT TYPICALS
CHARACTERISTICS
SAE Viscosity Grade
Density @ 15°C kg/1
Flash Point °C
Pour Point °C
Viscosity
@ 40°C (cst)
@ 100°C (cst)
Viscosity Index
Cold Cranking Visc
@-35°C (cP)
Sulphated Ash, %wt
TBN (mgKOH/g)
Color

EXTREME PRO IV
5W40
0.855
230
-38
93.5
14.5
170
4,682
0.67
8
3.5

CUSTOMER BENEFITS







Excellent low temperature for rapid ignition and protection.
Excellent oxidation and thermal stability for normal and occasional severe operating conditions.
Excellent wear protection of engine components.
Excellent frictional capabilities that aids fuel economy, reduce vibration.
Excellent clean engine with cleansing chemistry.

CUSTOMER ADVICE : For further assistance on product MSDS, recommended or technical queries, please liaise with the
regional technical services engineer or contact HQ.
CAUTION : Do not ingest, if this should occur, drink large volumes water and seek medical attention. Always keep container
cap sealed when not in use. keep out of reach of children
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